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Airopedic International Inc. appoints Prestige International as US 
distributor.  
    
Continuously striving to exceed the expectation and allocating resources to pursue constant 
strategic development, Prestige International is expanding its distribution channel to undertake 
representation and distribution of AiropedicTM products throughout the United States.  
AiropedicTM International Inc. is Canadian based, and is a leading player in the ergonomic 
furniture industry. Being a member of the American Chiropractic Association allows AiropedicTM 
International Inc. to keep up to date with the latest and greatest in alternate treatments of the 
musculoskeletal system, especially the spine. With the collaboration of Chiropractors and 
Ergonomists, AiropedicTM has revolutionized the functional design of the workplace creating 
advanced and innovative enhancements in the world of office seating.    
Both Airopedic International Inc.’s BackUupTM Chair-Back and The AiropedicTM Seat were 
nominated for the 2013 attendees choice awards at the National Ergonomics Conference & 
ErgoExpo (North America’s Largest Ergonomics event), and have created buzz throughout the 
industry since.  
As reviewed by the European ERGONOMA Journal Newsletter #54 December 2013; “Canadian 
Airopedic seat is trendy and fully customizable, created to supply an up-to-date solution to the 
rapidly changing office environment, keeping in mind the health and safety of the workers on 
one hand, and the prolonged seating and productivity requirement at the workplace on the 
other. The newest concept in promoting safety in the workplace, BackUupTM chair-Back is 
designed to provide the necessary flexibility and support enabling the user to stretch and 
exercise right in their chair.” 
“The current ‘ergonomic’ chairs are simply not doing the job, my clinic is filled with patients 
suffering from various postural conditions due to prolonged sitting.” said Dr. Len Green, DC 
member of CCPA, OCA, CCA, ACE. “These two new chair technologies fill the gap where other 
chairs are lacking. The seat pan continually transfers forces away from the pressure points and 
the seat back supports and mobilizes the spine. This is a new and leading edge ergonomic 
technology resulting in comfort and good health.” 
Years of research, knowledge, and proficiency went into the development of the Airopedic 
Patented and Trademarked goods to increase productivity and profitability while promoting 
workplace health and safety. 
Airopedic International Inc. have innovated the original design, and developed the most ground-
breaking portable seat that utilizes the very same technology found in their office chairs.   
The legally patented AiropedicTM Portable Seat can effortlessly, with a press of a button, 
transform hard benches, arena stands, or airplane seats. When comfort is uncertain, the 
AiropedicTM Portable Seat provides an improved and more contented seating experience.  
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About AiropedicTM International Inc.: 
Located in Toronto Canada, AiropedicTM International Inc. is a reputable key player in the office 
ergonomics industry. Through years of knowledge and extensive research, AiropedicTM has 
developed innovative and patented products. With the assistance and consultation of their team 
of Ergonomists, Chiropractors and furniture professionals, their products are ground breaking. 
Modern in design, while achieving the objectives of improving performance and productivity, the 
range of products offered understandably lead within the industry. Their team of experts have 
been in the office furniture business since 1985, offering a vast array and knowledge in the 
trade.  
For more information please visit: www.airopedic.com 
 
 
 
About Prestige International:  
Prestige International is located in New York USA and is the largest ergonomic workstation 
products and accessories distributor in the United States. They currently represent some of the 
industry’s biggest name manufacturers. Prestige international is committed to represent only the 
best products in their specific category. Their mission: Promote healthy living & sustainability 
with a line of award winning ergonomic input devices & computer workstation products.  
For more information, please visit: www.team-prestige.com  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Contact:  
 
Airopedic International Inc.  
158 Rossdean Drive, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M9L 2S1  
T. (416)746-6225   F. (416)647-7447 
www.airopedic.com        e. info@airopedic.com  
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